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Prayers Of The Faithful 14
In a deeply polarized country, suffering an extreme health crisis, one of the few uniting beliefs is the admiration across the political spectrum for a doctor recently beatified by the Vatican.
Even the Pope Has Prayed to Venezuela’s Beloved ‘Doctor of the Poor’
Here is the Vatican's official English translation of the letter Pope Francis sent July 16 to the world's bishops explaining his decision to restore some limits on the celebratio ...
Text of pope's letter to bishops on celebration of Mass
Anytime a natural disaster strikes, it’s understandable that big questions come to mind—about things like life, death, and why we are here. The magnitude of death and destruction caused by earthquakes ...
Questions in Times of Calamity
Muslims are marking one of the major Islamic holidays, Eid al-Adha. During the holiday period, Muslims slaughter animals in symbolic homage to the story of the prophet Ibrahim and his willingness to ...
Muslims From Europe To Asia Celebrate Eid Al-Adha, The Feast Of Sacrifice
It is certainly common for the caregiver to suffer profoundly when their loved one’s medical progress seems compromised.
Need is great for gift of life, comfort of prayer |McKibben
Cardinal Burke’s lengthy statement, published on his personal website, strongly defends the validity of what Pope Benedict XVI called the “extraordinary form” of the Roman Rite, and which he calls the ...
Cardinal Burke Questions the Authority of Pope Francis to Eliminate the Traditional Latin Mass
In a stunning rebuke of his predecessors, Pope Francis recently enacted numerous new restrictions on priests offering the traditional Latin Mass ...
Let loyal Catholics pray in Latin: On the latest edict from Rome
The U.S. bishops will likely discover considerable evidence that proliferation of traditional Latin Masses has been largely a unifying force in the ...
Let's Study the Impact of the Traditional Latin Mass
We want to model that truth for them in every way possible – in our behavior, our speech, the way we treat others, the television shows we watch – the way we live our lives. We want them to be able to ...
Mimi's Place: Learning the Rules of Being a Grandmother
Jesus experienced resistance and rejection in a world where people “call evil good and good evil, who put darkness for light and light for darkness” (Isaiah 5:20). He reminded his followers, “If they ...
Living in the Light
He makes the sign of the cross at public events, and his Catholicism is woven into his speeches and policies. Yet Biden's stance on abortion, and his support for reproductive rights, clash with church ...
A question of faith: Biden, Catholicism and the presidency
People with a strong religious identity tend to have more social and moral support from their community and religious leaders, which may assist in prolonging life, according to a new study.
Will God rescue Israel from the fourth COVID-19 wave?
Even before the pandemic, people of IOK were living under a lockdown with a communications blackout among other restrictions.
Double the misery: How the pandemic exacerbated India's clampdown in occupied Kashmir
There is an early Christian work that shows that the Mass we celebrate in our days has the same basic content and structure as the Mass of the first centuries of Christianity. CCC 1345 cites that work ...
BITE-SIZE THEOLOGY (138) – What is the basic order followed in every Mass?
St. Joseph's has opened its doors to those grieving, welcoming Catholics and non-Catholics, as well as fire rescue personnel and journalists, for a series of prayer meetings ...
Miami Beach parish provides presence in aftermath of building collapse
A reward is being offered for information that leads to probable cause for the issuance of warrant, or warrants, and the arrest of the person, or people, responsible for the death ...
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Reward offered for information regarding the shooting death of Marqueise Coleman
Two religious statues displayed outside Our Lady of Mercy Catholic Church in the New York borough of Queens were destroyed in an act of ...
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